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Weatherwise, July-Aug 2011 

Thomas Jefferson 
 
Over 50 years of 
weather records 
 

Early Traditions in  
Citizen Science 



Benjamin Franklin 



Joseph Henry 
First Secretary of the  
Smithsonian Institution 

Henry envisioned a network of volunteer 
Weather stations to help document 
Climate resources of the country 
And provide science-based 
weather forecasts 

A champion for Public Participation in Scientific Research 



 

Louise Rochon Hoover's painting, 
"Secretary Henry Posts Daily 
Weather Map in Smithsonian Building, 
1858." Commissioned for the Smithsonian 
exhibition at the Chicago Century 
of Progress Exhibition in 1933. 

The Smithsonian 
Meteorological Project  
began in 1849 and grew to  
over 600 active participants 
at times 
 
 
Secretary Henry helped  
introduce new 
technologies – such as the  
use of the telegraph for  
sharing weather observations 
 
 



Analysis and interpretation of volunteered 
data proved more difficult than recruiting 
volunteers. 
 
James H. Coffin, professor of mathematics and natural 
philosophy at Lafayette College in Easton, Pennsylvania, was 
contracted to analyze the data.  Receiving as many as half-
a-million separate observations in a year, Coffin 
complained that some contained "new-coined characters & 
hieroglyphics" that made them unintelligible.  



The first compilation of 
data from the  
Smithsonian 
Meteorological Project 
was published in 1861  
 
i.e. Patience was required 
by volunteers to see their 
data put to use.  



Weather reports began on Pikes Peak in 1873 

 

Credit: NOAA Photo Library 

In 1870 Congress passed a bill giving the  
U.S. Army Signal Service (War Department) 
the responsibility for storm and 
weather prediction 
 
 



IN 1874 THE SMITHSONIAN METEOROLOGICAL PROJECT   
ENDED – BUT PUBLIC PARTICIPATION CONTINUED 

Credit: NOAA Photo Library 



Colorado State Weather 
Service 

• In the late 1880s the Colorado 
State Legislature passed 
legislation creating the 
“Colorado State Weather 
Service”.  

•$2,000 was appropriated, and an 
effort was started immediately to 
establish improved monitoring 

•Many other states did the same 



By 1890 a robust statewide weather 
reporting network was in place 

with similar networks nationwide 



In 1890 the USDA took over the 
responsibilities of climate 

monitoring on a national level, and 
the first civilian “national weather 

service” was formed – 
the “U.S. Weather Bureau” 



Example of a traditional National Weather Service 
“Cooperative” weather station in eastern Colorado 

Photo by Christopher Davey 

A nationwide network, called the “Cooperative Network”  
was formalized and continues today 



From Kelly Redmond, WRCC 

The NWS COOP stations remain the 
backbone network for long-term 
climate monitoring and research 



The first and foremost purposes 
for citizen volunteered weather and 

climate data were simple – 
Determining the “climate resource” of 
our country  -- specifically, what crops 

could be grown where and when 
 

-- equally important there was the need 
to advance storm prediction, hence the 
early use of the telegraph to report data 

 





Where we fit in the national picture 

 

http://www.ocs.orst.edu/prism/products/viewer.phtml?file=/pub/prism/us_30s/graphics/ppt/Normals/us_ppt_1971_2000.14.png&year=1971_2000&vartype=ppt&month=14&status=final&zoom=yes


  
Here on the eastern slope of the Rockies, most of our precipitation  
typically falls in spring and summer 
 
This year (2012) we’ve missed most of our spring moisture so far, 
But we’ll have more chances with summer thunderstorms 



  
Southern California rainfall patterns are  
TOTALLY DIFFERENT   
Their chances for summer precipitation 
  are almost nil 



Complex local variations due to 
elevation and topography 
JANUARY 

JULY 

Usually colder in the mountains! 

http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/products/viewer.phtml?file=/pub/prism/us_30s/graphics/tmax/Normals/us_tmax_1971_2000.01.png&year=1971_2000&vartype=tmax&month=01&status=final&zoom=yes
http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/products/viewer.phtml?file=/pub/prism/us_30s/graphics/tmax/Normals/us_tmax_1971_2000.07.png&year=1971_2000&vartype=tmax&month=07&status=final&zoom=yes


 

Can you see the difference between  
southern CA and our part of Colorado? 



U.S. HARDINESS ZONES 

Hardiness zones are based on the average of the coldest temperatures observed each year. 



National Annual Average Snowfall  

 

Considering our  
Latitude (40 N) 
Colorado is one  
of the snowiest 
areas of the  
world --   
because of our  
high elevation 



CLIMATE AND PUBLIC 
HEALTH WAS ALSO A  

“HUGE DEAL” 
 

Many of the early weather 
volunteers were medical doctors 

 



 



 



 



With more years of data collection 
came a growing interest in research on 

“weather cycles” and trends  





Through the 1920s, agriculture thrived in much 
of the U.S. and more research on Climate and 

Agriculture was was conducted 



Then came the 1930s – a 
decade of truly wild 

weather! 



What is happening? 



The Dustbowl and Depression 
actually increased interest in 

weather and climate and 
advanced the use of 

volunteered data 

Climate data aided  
engineering, design  
and construction 

Hoover Dam under construction    1934 



World War II brought huge advances 
in Atmospheric Science and in 

opportunities for public participation 
in data collection and research 

World War II   Normany Invasion 



 And it didn’t stop there 
 Post war needs for weather and climate 

data have been vast, and much of the data 
used has come from the NWS 
“COOPERATIVE NETWORK” 
 

 -- engineering           --  legal 
 -- architecture           -- educational 
 -- planning                -- prediction 
 -- applied research   -- agriculture 



Just two years ago, things were just 
dandy 

 
 



U.S. Drought Status last summer 

 



By late February, conditions had 
deteriorated, but still weren’t too bad here 

 



 



And then we have this issue to 
study, discuss and contend 

with 
 

CLIMATE CHANGE 



Colorado Precipitation in Historic Perspective 

Most recent 12-month period (Oct 2010- Sept 2011) 

2011 is 47th driest (Period of Record 1895-2011) 



Colorado Mean Summer (JJA) Temperatures 

15th Warmest Summer 
(1895-2010) 

 

3rd Warmest Summer!!!  
(1895-2011) 



Examples of uses of CoCoRaHS data 

CoCoRaHS – the Community Collaborative Rain,  
Hail and Snow Network – has been a timely 
complement to an  
amazing legacy  
network 



CoCoRaHS was born in response to 
the 1997 Fort Collins, Colorado Flood 



We persistently and passionately proceed, 
because the data REALLY MATTER!!! 

Photos by H. Reges 



Duluth, MN 2012 floods 

 



 

             CoCoRaHS Daily Precipitation 
      for 24-hr ending 7 AM MDT Thursday, August 2, 2012 



7.12”  May 6, 2008,  New Braunfels, Texas 

San Antonio 

A great example of one observation making a difference 

“All but .02 fell between 3:30 and 5:30 pm.” 
                                                               Station TX-CML-17 

New Braunfels 



NOHRSC - SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT (SWE) FOR 
SNOWPACK MONITORING -- GETTING A HEADS UP 
ON SNOWMELT – VOLUNTEERED DATA HELPS! 

Photo: Washington Post 

2011 – Souris River, Minot, ND 
Over 50% of their 
2011 snow 
observation reports 
came from 
CoCoRaHS observers 



NOAA’s River Forecast Centers 

"Your data has filled in the holes in our NWS/USGS gage network.   
It also is used to improve the bias used in our Multisensor Precip Estimates.   
The more ground truth - the more accurate our river forecasts are."  
Patricia Wnek – Mid Atlantic River Forecast Center  



2011 MISSOURI RIVER FLOOD 
OMAHA, NE 



Improved drought awareness through reporting drought impacts 

“Making citizens aware of how the lack of precipitation can impact they daily lives” 



"We use the CoCoRaHS data in our  
post-storm summary to describe the  
overall impacts of a tropical cyclone  
event." 
 
Dan Brown - National Hurricane Center 

2008 – Tropical Storm Fay 

MONITORING TROPICAL SYSTEMS 



2008 – Tropical Storm Fay 

NOAA’s  National Hurricane Center -  
Tropical system post storm analysis 

2011 – Hurricane Irene 

"We use the CoCoRaHS data in our post-storm summary to 
describe the overall impacts of a tropical cyclone event.” 

Dan Brown - National Hurricane Center 



DATA USED BY COASTAL FISHERIES 

Precip data used to determine when to close shellfish beds 



NEXSAT  
& COCORAHS 

http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/htdocs_dyn/PUBLIC/nexsat/pages/conus/nexsat_conus.html 

Used in ground truthing satellite precipitation measurements 



CoCoRaHS 
Community Collaborative Rain Hail and Snow Network 

We Need More Rain Gauge Volunteers! 

http://www.cocorahs.org  

http://www.cocorahs.org/


For information and to volunteer, 
visit the CoCoRaHS Web Site 

 

Support for this project provided by  
NSF Informal Science Education Program,  
NOAA Environmental Literacy Program 
and 
many local charter sponsors. 

http://www.cocorahs.org  



Keep watching – you might see 
something interesting, and we might 

learn from it  

Photo by Lynn Kral, Loveland, January 2006 
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